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ABSTRACT: Rapidity of changes and related complexities has caused organizations to be changeability in all aspects. In
order to think about future and take necessary actions, it is needed to create suitable sub – structures and basics by which the
organizations are encouraged to have acceptable changeability against future complexities. This is to say that organizations
move toward the future on the basis of two main sub structures including “agility” and “multi – faces”. This study includes
qualitative and quantitative parts. In qualitative part, we focus on the investigation of terms “agility” and “multi – faces”.
As the two dimensions of organizational changeability for moving toward a changeable future. On the other hand, in
quantitative part, a questionnaire has been prepared for examining the relationship between the two variables in governmental
universities of Yazd province at AMOS space. The results of qualitative part show that organizational experts argue that
futuristic organizations should be agile and multi – faced in order to move rapidly. In this regard, the factors needed for
changing dimensions include multiple strategies and goals, dynamic capabilities and multidimensional structures. Moreover,
the factors needed for achieving agility include flexibility, learning on the base of mistake, time and tempo, the ability of
reconfigurable and the ability of recognizing and solving problems. In quantitative part, the reliability of the questions was
confirmed by use of Cronbach’s ± up to %90. Moreover, all hypothesis were confirmed by use of confirmed factor analysis
model (P>.5).
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1. Introduction

A well-defined corporate strategy will assist organization to prepare itself to manage dynamism in the business world [1] due to
changes caused by uncertainties such as shift in technology innovation and economic power change to Asia, greater economic
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of scale in technology, consumer marketing domination, breakthrough technologies, high adoption of innovation, major IT
disaster, high economic growth, immigration backlash, corporate social responsibilities, monetary stability, trade blocks/regulation,
terrorist attack, natural disasters, global warming, green technology and borderless world [2]. Therefore, all future organizations
should always be able to meet such changes for the purpose of being successful in modern changeable world [3]. It is argued
by Everaert (2000) that “future” means “change”[4].

It has been recognized that although organizations, specially, futuristic ones, predict probable events, they are always faced
with unpredictable changes when moving toward an obscure future. Such changes, called tsunami, are radically happening
nowadays. In comparison to 20 years ago, organizations are rapidly developing. Global markets, competition means that
strategies, new products, processes and organizational structures will not be durable in future [5]. Klemke & Nyhuis (2009)
argue that future organizations need to focus on enough resources and potentials in order to react to such unpredictable
changes [6].

Investigating the terms “organization” and “future”, Hesselbein et al (2000) concluded that [7]: (1) Organizations should change
in order to be stable in a changeable environmental and (2) “ future” means a determined time limit during which such changes
should be happened.

It is not important in what organization we are employed, but it is important to what extent we can be able to resist against
probable changes. The ability of improving such capability is regarded as the main characteristic of futuristic organizations. The
importance of organizational changes was discussed by Alvin Toffler for the first time in his “Future Shock” book. He has
presented a picture from future organizations having characteristics such as dynamism, innovation and learning ability. Future
organizations are organized for being innovative and thoughtful. Indeed, economists call it “Creative destruction” [8].

Therefore, most of scholars believe that futuristic organizations should be changeability in future and adapt to probable
changes. The future organizations are more changeable and dynamic in comparison with the modern ones [9]. Champy (2000)
argues that future – oriented organizations should be stable and careful during multilateral changes [10]. Future – directed
organization needs environmental movement, compatibility and transformation. Such an organization not only doesn’t regard
“change” as a threat, but also looks for suitable changes continually [11].

Because some changes happen rapidly, organizations need performance – oriented procedures in order to be successful,
permanently. Therefore, future organizations should be nimble and multi – dimension to be able to increase their changeability
against changes. This article examines the dimensions and elements of organizational changeability for the purpose of confronting
future changes. The main question to which we have faced is: “what are the characteristics of future – directed organization for
having enough flexibility against future changes?”

2. Research Background and Theoretical Bases

Evidences show that many scholars have argued that the ability of future – directed organizations for moving towards changes
and achieving enough capability is based on some elements including changeability, reengineering, dynamic, speed of action,
flexibility, agility and multi dimensionality. From the above mentioned, it becomes clear that change complexity may be happened
every moment. Therefore, organizations be obliged to move nimbly. Having high action speed and multiple strategies causes the
organization to be dynamic and flexible when encountering future uncertainties and ambiguities. Therefore, organizations
should regard speed and carefulness as the two basic elements for encountering future changes [10]. Moreover, they must
increase their ability by compiling multiple objectives, resources, structures and strategies.

Futuristic organization should be nimble, careful and powerful in order to be able to encounter with future multiple changes [10].
Several models have been presented futuristic organizations and their structure.

In this regard, the structural model of answering environment [12], Phenotype organizational structure model [13], Chameleon
organization model [11] and reconfigurable organization model [14] (Galbraith, 2000) are the basic models by which the future
multi-dimensional and rapid changes well be answered. Such models have been presented by new designing bases [15] and new
factors related to organizational success [16] including speed, flexibility, versatility, innovation and bases of complexity science
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Figure 1. The influence of organizational success factors on designing the structure of dynamic and complex environment

(to be nonlinear, non – hierarchical, comprehensive, self-organizing, flexible, different and networking).

From the above mentioned, the complex and uncertain future organizational structures and models should be changed rapidly.
Therefore, as mentioned before, it is necessary the current models to be agile and multi-face.

2.1 Agility
This is to say that rapidity of action against the changes is one of the main aspects of future radical changes, because there are
issues to which organizations are faced [17]. In such condition, it is impossible to manage organizations traditionally. In so
doing, it is necessary to achieve organizational agility [8]. In current condition, agility means to react to the variable and
unpredictable environment and to use changes as the opportunities for developing organizations: The term “nimble” means to
be able to move rapidly and think impetuously. “Agility” takes root of nimble production used by producers as a successful
procedure for increasing their performance. Organizations are not threaten by being unable to future recognition when they can
be changed nimbly [7]. Therefore, “agility” is one of the main capabilities of future organization [19] and its success [7]. Yusuf
et al. (1999) proposed that agility is successful application of competitive based such as speed, flexibility, innovation, and
quality by the means of the integration of reconfigurable resources and best practices of knowledge-rich environment to
provide customer-driven products and services in a fast changing environment [20], by speed we mean the ability of organization
to recognize new products, new employment contracts, new commercial performance and rapid entrance to future markets. Such
capability is performed by managers as follows:

• Problem management (recognizing and solving problems rapidly);

• Preparing suitable tempo and timing for organizational changed;

• Preparing suitable field for reconfigurable happened changes;

• Taking lessons from mistakes and eradicating organizational viruses;

• Eliminating dependent obstacles, networking and increasing cooperation’s;

• Being flexible.

2.1.1 Problem Management (Recognizing and Solving Problems Rapidly)
Problem management is one of the main elements of public relations, public issues ad futuristic procedures [21]. For the first
time, the term “problem management” was presented by Chase (the manager of public relations of companies such as General
Mils2 and former economy minister of US) in 1976. In his book “problem management future capitals”, Chase (1984) has
presented some basic definitions. He states: “There is no significant problem that we decide about it. Moreover, procedures are
predictable changes which appear before problems” [22]. Chase (1981) points out that weakness means to defend yesterday
instead of managing changes. He also asks the futuristic mangers to manage problems instead of being defender [23]. Cutlip et
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“problems management includes two main elements. The first one consists of “rapid recognition of problem and its influences
on the organization”. The second one includes “rapid presentation of a strategic response for decreasing related consequences
and investing capital” [24].

2.1.2 Recognizing and Solving Problems
One of the main characteristics of organizational agility is the recognition of problems [25]. Moreover, rapid solution of
unpredictable problems happens at the chain of creating agility [26]. Therefore, a futuristic organization should be able to
achieve agility [21]. Environmental cleverness and prediction helps the organization to recognize problems rapidly.

2.1.3 Preparing Suitable Tempo and Timing
In reality, agility is proposed for managing organizational changes and transformations. Agility is referred to react to an
unpredictable environmental changes. The use of such changes is regarded as the opportunity for developing organization. In
a nimble provision chain, characterized by environmental transformations, organization is faced uncertainty. Moreover, it is
expected that organization to be able to react rapidly in such opportunity [27]. In this regard, the two factors tempo and timing
are of great importance [4]. “Tempo” means the speed of performing change and “timing” means the time of performing change.
Tempo may improve organizational performance during managing organizations programs. The term “tempo” means to reserve
progressive condition and response changes including change in client’s needs, change in comparative world, change in rules,
global changes, social changes and political changes. The modern organizations use two elements “tempo” and “timing” in their
policies in addition to designing future. Timing is as a two – edged sword. From timing perspective, the following question
should be answered: “when should we do the work?” From Tempo perspective, it should be said that “what speed should be
mentioned during the work?” In other words, these factors (time of performing and speed of performing) should be noticed when
a program is regulated for improving organizational performance.

2.1.4 Networking (Openness Resource)
Organizational symbols have currently changed to network structures: in this regard, the related criterions include demanding
groups, horizontal cooperation procedures and false systems [28] It is necessary the future organizations to have unlimited
capability, because they can make decisions rapidly by taking off boundaries [29]. Moreover, they can be freely in communication
with each other. Galbraith (2000) argues that organizations can be easily changed when their structures are suitable [14].
Furthermore, one of the main capabilities of the organization is the creation of internal networks by which the changes can be
rapidly happened, the dynamic relationship can be created and accurate program can be presented [4]. The future organizations
should improve the ability of knowledge networking [30] and promotion of informal networks in order to preserve suitable
reaction against changes and needed capacity [31]. Development of networked world is one of the main tools of future – directed
organizations for reacting changes and creating agility [32, 33, 34, 35]. In current decades, futuristic leaders lead their organizations
toward network living [36]. The use of such informational innovations (especially market – based soft wares) increases the
ability of organizations for having network structure. Such software community is the new paradigm of work division in the form
of network [37], created by networking of addresses.

2.1.5 Learning from Mistakes
Future organization should consider each error as an opportunity for learning and avoid from repeating it. Agility is based on the
organization’s commitment for learning a lesson from current events and acting to them [9]. Such actions decrease the errors and
increase the rapidity of learning in an organization [38]. A future organization improve its changeability level by increasing of
learning ability [39]. Quickness of learning is achieved when the new concepts are distributed throughout the organization. The
futuristic organization should take lessons from its performances and competitors. Authors believe that the main advantage of
future organizations are their rapidity of learning. Organizational innovation is developed by considering rapid learning as one
of the main elements of an organization [29]. (Ulrich, 2000). Therefore, future organizations need leaders who are inquisitive
about various subjects and make good progress synchronize with new challenges [40].

2.1.6 The Ability of Reconfigurable
In order to be synchronized with changes, it is necessary the organization to be able to prepare balanced organizational
arrangement by which the structures and processes are changed. Organization should change its framework and rearrange its
internal elements. In so doing, it is necessary the organization to have the ability of reconfigurable internal aspects. The most
important part of future organization should operate as a mirror for external environment of trade [41], so that it can be able to
create a new system by use of available data. In this regard, processes will be appeared, structures of organizational
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communications will be interchanged, sub structures of new technology will be required and the employees’ behavior well be
changed [10].

2.1.7 Flexibility
Today, it is almost impossible to find a successful organization which acts based on a closed system. The successful organizations
should use an open system and adopt themselves to the environmental changes [27]. The future organizations should make
themselves flexible against complexed and multiple changes in order to be succeed [42]. Such capability leads to the increase of
organizational flexibility against future changes and ambiguities [14]. Handy (2009) argues that future organization is the symbol
of new occasions and the changeable combination of particles and waves [43]. In comparison to the current organizations,
futuristic ones are more dynamic and flexible [9]. Such an organization is adoptable to new conditions [32]. There are several
kinds of flexibility. Organizational flexibility new by which we can emphasize creatively on marketing and finding technologies
and opportunities. Therefore, flexibility reveals the degree of capacity of organization for changing and attracting new
environmental ideas and technologies [12]. Flexibility and rearrangement of organizations against future changes develop
organizational dimensions, multiple environmental strategies, multi-dimensional structures and dynamic capabilities.

2.2 Multi – faces
As there are several environmental factors, the modern environments are very complex. Moreover, such environments are not
stable because of rapid technological development. In such stormy environments, it is almost difficult to predict future changes.
Moreover, technology is rapidly changing and persons are competing with each other. Therefore, “stability” means to die in
such environments [44].

It is needed the organizations to find a multiple anisotropic path in order to combat various environmental compounds [45].
These compounds include:

1. The compounds related to environmental agitation;

2. The compounds related to organizational changes;

How can we manage such infinite multiplicity? In so doing, it is necessary to have a systematic framework. As the future
organizations will face up to various compounds and environments, they should follow a policy by which the complexities
resulted from such multiplicity can be made clear [45]. These complexities are resulted from available multiplicity. Moreover, they
have also influence on it. Therefore, the relationship between those factors is inseparable as the relationship between the two
sides of a coin. These two factors impose some obligations on the organization. One of these obligations is multidimensionality
of future organization against environmental complexities and advances [46]. The future organizations should be flexible against
multidimensionality and have high tolerance [40]. They should strengthen their relations, objectives, resources and multiple
capabilities. This is to say that there is no unique knowledge which can be included all patterns and policies in multi-dimensional
modern world. Therefore, it is necessary to move from one – dimensional environment to multi-dimensional one [32] in order to
create multiple models [3].

As mentioned before, organizations have differently appeared in reply to current environmental complexities [47]. Therefore, an
organization can become apparent in various faces just as a person [47]. In this regard, the characteristics by which an
organization can have various faces are of great importance. These characteristics include multiple strategies and goals,
multidimensional structure and dynamic capabilities.

2.2.1 Multiple Strategies and Goals
Futuristic organizations have developed various strategies and goals which are based on a strategic architecture [48]. They
move usually from one – dimensional into multidimensional space included different ideas and viewpoints for solving problems.
Such organizations present various attitudes toward future in order to empower themselves against environmental uncertainties.
A futuristic leader knows that an issue may include several aspects which should be mentioned during making decisions [49].
Creating multi – aspect attitudes toward future and multi – dimensional viewpoints and predictions [50], a futuristic organization
chooses various strategies and goals and changes them continually [48].

2.2.1.1 Multidimensional Prediction
It is important to say that prediction of various issues is difficult, specially, the issues related to the social and cultural
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tendencies. In other words, we should not emphasize on the certainty of prediction, but we should focus on various possibilities
regarding all uncertainties and complexities related to the future. As the natural and human phenomena are not based on linear
process, it is necessary to consider various conditions in which such phenomena are happened [51, 52]. Due to this new
paradigm, it is argued that there are several futures which may be happened separately. This is a main principle relative to
futuristic income. In futuristic paradigm, it is possible to think about probable future. Therefore, this is to say that there are four
kinds of future [53]:

1. Possible future: It includes all possible circumstances which may be created in future. It is not important how they are created.

2. Plausible future: It includes all futures which can be created on the basis of modern knowledge.

3. Probable future: It refers to the futures that will happen probably (e.g.: the current procedures).

4. Preferable or desirable future: This kind of future takes root of value judgments. Therefore, such futures are mental not actual.

2.2.2 Multi-dimensional Structures
Many evidences show that there is only one kind of organizational structure. It is not true, because an organization is not a
definite phenomenon; specially, about future organization. The one – dimensional structures are insufficient and restricting for
living in complexed and changeable environment. From the above mentioned, which structure is suitable? The number and
diversity of structural units is under the influence of environmental factors. Moreover, the structure of organizations is influenced
by their duties and goals [54]. Therefore, restructuring is one of the main challenges to which the futuristic organizations are
faced [55]. Future organization has a strategic architecture. In this structure, there are several ways to divide power on the basis
of strategy so that both trade and geographic conditions can be observed [56]. Therefore, futuristic organization uses various
methods in its structure for cooperating and managing the employees by which it can achieve multiple goals [48]. In
multidimensional structures, the work advance is based on the cooperation of various departments. Such organization needs
some structural units which not only tend to do economic activities, but also to respond demands of clients, work force,
activities and leaders.

2.2.3 Dynamic Capabilities

Time and tempo
Rearrangement

Flexibility
Taking lessons
from mistakes

Networking

Recognizing
and solving
problems

Mul t ip l e
structures

D y n a m i c
capabilities

Figure 2. Changeability of futuristic organization
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Following winter (2003), a capability is a collection of organizational routines that enable a firm to perform some set of tasks on
a repeatable or consistent basis [56]. The term know-how and capabilities will be used interchangeability [57]. Stacey (2003)
argues that dynamic capabilities are referred to the ability of organization to integrate, create and manage internal/external
capabilities in order to confront rapid environmental changes [52]. In doing so, the organization should renovate its valuable
resources to stabilize its comparative preference in external environmental change conditions. Dynamic capabilities enable the
organization to impact on continual changes. In reality, there is a relationship between strategy and resources such as skilled
human force, multiple investments, multiple markets and achievable information [58].

3. Research Methodology

In order to examine validity of the variables, 3309 employees of governmental universities of Yazd province were selected as the
statistical population. A questionnaire designed by researcher was distributed to the sample included 500 employees and
faculty members of the universities. Validity of the questionnaire was confirmed because α >%90 (table 1). Regarding the
highest variance (%74) of t – pretest and statistical population; Included 2309 employees and faculty members, more than 400
persons were selected as the sample by use of Cocharan’s formula. 414 out of 500 questionnaires distributed to the employees
and faculty members were received. Demographic information related to the questionnaire has been shown in table 2.

Table 1. Cronbach’s ± and number of questions

Table 2. Demographic information
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4. Data Analysis

As mentioned before, the confirmed factor analysis method was used to confirm elements. The result achieved by Amos
software is as below (figure 3).

Figure 3. Results of Amos software

The results of first step (dimensions and futuristic organization): Due to gathered data (table 3), it becomes clear that there is a
meaningful positive relationship between variables flexibility, agility and multi – faces.

Table 3. Factor loading at first (flexibility of futuristic organization and elements)

As shown in table 4, there is a meaningful and positive relationship between all dimensions and their elements.

Finally, as seen in table 5, the hierarchical confirmed factor analysis model is acceptable.

5. Result and Discussion

The statistical results show that the main elements of multi–faces factor in futuristic organization include multiple strategies and
goals, dynamic capability and multidimensional structure. Moreover, the main criteria related to agility factor include the ability
of rearrangement, flexibility, learning from mistakes, time and tempo, the ability of problem recognizing and solving and networking.
Therefore, one of the main elements of futurism is the ability of prevailing over difficulties related to changeability.
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Table 4. Factor loading related to dimensions and elements

Table 5. Indexes of final path model related to flexibility of futuristic organization

The managers should know that the organizations can be preserved against modern radical changes by being flexible and
moving toward multiple goals and strategies.
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In order to supply their needs, organizations should feel it is needed to recognize and develop their internal social changes. The
needed change is related to the organization s position. In this regard, organization should evaluate current and desirable
conditions in order to choose and perform the most suitable strategy. Moreover, the futuristic organizations must be able to [60]:

• Be advised of external environmental dynamisms ( i.e. organizations should emphasis on dynamisms and recognize them
dynamically)

• Recognize strong and weak points;

• Create long – term changeable capabilities in future by recognizing current changeable items;

• Create obligatory capability in themselves and be obliged to it;

• Recognize emotional dimension of strategic changes and support persons;

• Make clear both general and particular programs;

• Improve their creativity, knowledge and self-checking in order to achieve unrespectable results;

• Develop changes in order to be able learn continually;

In so doing, organizations should increase their speed and flexibility in addition to their environmental cleverness and futurism.
Therefore, the futuristic leaders are usually looking for unpredictable events during their work – life. They manage problems and
take lessons from mistakes because they emphasize on multidimensional goals and capabilities in dynamic networks.
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